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OAPSE asks trustees
for employee election

daV4-20-79

by Denis* Sakal
itaff reporter

SGA election turnout
down from last year

The University Board of Trustees
tabled a request made by the Ohio
Association of Public School
Employees (OAPSE) yesterday for an
election to determine a bargaining
agent for classified employees.
Representatives from OAPSE addressed the board expressing concern
for lack of representation of classified
employees at the University.
Sharon Culbertson, clerical and
technical chapter president, said she
believes the key to the situation is
collective bargaining.
"We are the second largest group on
campus, second only to the student
body, and yet we have no representation here. I feel there is a need for
identity
and
representation,"
Culbertson said.

About 1,300 students voted in
yesterday's Student Government
Association (SGA) election, a
decrease of about 1,000 from last
year.
SGA of f iciaIs had hoped for
good weather for election day,
but vice-president Meritt A. Lohr
said the weather might have been
too good in that it gave students
other things to do rather than
vote.
Lohr said the voting did pick up
toward the end of the day.
Heaviest voting was reported
from the off-campus, fraternity,
sorority, McDonald- ProutFrench House and Rodger-KohlConklin districts, according to
Lohr.
The results of the election,
which will be counted by hand,
will be announced today at 4 p. m.
in the Student Court Room of the
Student Service Building.

GAIL GRESSER, food service
chapter
president,
expressed
frustrations with freedo.-.i of expression, explaining that employees get
no answers to their questions.
Gloyd Roe, maintanence, said he
believes employees should have a right

inside
FEATURE-Visiting French
students mix business and
pleasure in America. Page f.

weather
Partly cloudy-High 60 F (20 C),
low 44 F (7 C), 10 percent chance
of precipitation.

OPPOSITION CAME from David
Boyle, the Ohio Civil Service Employee
Association (OCSEA) representative,
who emphasized the increased benefits
and projects that OCSEA has sought for
classified employees in the state.
Although OCSEA is not formally
recognized at the University, Doyle
said it has been with the University for
22 years lobbying for state employees,
adding the OAPSE has spent little or no
time representing the employees.
Should an election be granted by the
board, classified employees will vote on
which of the two groups they want to
represent them at the University.
In other business, the board approved
the 1979-80 auxiliary budget of more
than
$7,300,000,

Coupon grace period
couid be expensive

Fraternity sponsors
basketball marathon
Although basketball is usually
considered a competitive sport,
the members of Phi Kappa Tau
fraternity have found a way to
use that competitiveness for a
worthy cause.
Beginning at 4 p.m. on Friday
and ending 24 hours later, Phi
Kappa Tau is sponsoring its
fifth annual basketbaU
marathon.
With the support of the greek
system, fraternities and
sororities will compete in
lto-hour long games for the
benefit of Wood County Nursing
Home.
Opening ceremonies for the
marathon include the naming of a
sorority member as Marathon
Queen. Students were given the
opportunity to vote for a woman of
their choice by placing money in
the appropriate container in the
Union Foyer all week.
After the opening cermonies,
fraternities and sororities will
compete for trophies on the basis
of most points scored in a game.
Spirit awards will be given to the
top fraternity and sorority.
Proceeds from the marathon
queen voting, the pre-marathon
' 'tip-off'' party and donations
from local businesses will go to
the nursing home for the purchase of new equipment.

to choose representation and be able to
express their opinions.
Don Turko, OAPSE area field
representative, said the organization
will continue to keep in touch with the
board to underscore the desire for an
election.
However, Turko said in the meantime
OAPSE will continue to represent any
classified employee with a problem.

by Rick Rlmelspach
staff reporter
staff photo by George Lundskow
Rusa Ervln displays one of the many unusual kites he sails.

Couple's business up in the air
by Paula Winslow
managing editor

For many people, the mention of kites brings thoughts
of breezy spring days, 10 cent paper structures and endless hours spent untangling miles of disobedient kite
string.
But for Russ and Marquerite Ervin, kites are an
unusual business venture as well as a favorite year-round
pastime. The couple owns the Sunrise General Store, 22 N.
Third St., Waterville, where they stock a wide selection of
unusual kites in addition to unconventional antiques,
hand-made leather goods and gold and silver jewelry.
The Ervins have been in the kite business for the last
three years, although they say they have enjoyed kite
flying since their childhoods when they often flew
homemade models made of newspaper.
But as they sharpened their kite flying skills, the Ervins
also developed gourmet tastes in kites, as reflected in the
wide variety of kites displayed in the shop.
THEY INCLUDE a veritable potpourri of designs from
dragons to hawks to butterflies to geometric figures, are
constructed of nearly every imaginable material from
paper to silk to mylar plastic to nylon, and range in price
from 50 cents to $50.
Not so many years ago kite flying was recognized only
as a seasonal sport, with most buying a new model each
year to replace the previous year's kite, which became a
victim of some ferocious gust of wind or engulfing tree.
"Kites'are one of the oldest toys in the world," Ervin
said, noting that the first kites were constructed in China
about 200 B.C.
BUT RECENTLY, the flying contraptions have become
popular in many areas, especially the east and westcoasts
of the United States, where toddlers and senior citizens
alike can be found on beaches throughout the year piloting
their kites.
"Most people think of it as a one-time spring thing,"
Ervin said of his favorite hobby. "In California, it's big
business."
Ervin attributed the recent fascination with kites to kite
makers' new designs, which are durable enough to survive several windy seasons.
But the Chinese still are the world's kite experts, ac-

cording to Ervin, who noted that most Oriental designs
are renditions of such creatures as butterflies, dragonflies, octopi, cobras and birds.
AMONG THE most outstanding models on display in the
shop is Ervins favorite: a 25-foot multicolored dragon
kite patterned after a traditional Chinese design.
Paper versions of the flying reptile begin at (5.50 but
flashier silk designs cost as much as $50. The store also
once stocked a 45-foot dragon kite. Marguerite attested
that the structures are not difficult to fly once they
become air born.
Displayed along the walls are Indian fighter kites:
small square-shaped structures adorned with hand-made
designs. The kites, which are considered works of art in
India, are used there in highly competitive races, Ervin
said.
STANDING IN one corner is a six-foot centipede kite,
complete with a ferocious-looking face, segmented body
of paper and split bamboo, and weeds which pose as feet.
Suspended in the front window are tiny eight-inch paper
kites of Oriental warriors, butterflies and other assorted
insects. Although they look like non-functional miniature
models, Marguerite said these compact kites can fly just
as well as their larger counterparts.
For the modern-minded kite flyer, the Ervins offer a
five-foot tetrahedral (four-faced) kite, comprised of
several cells of tubular plastic and nylon. These lightweight cubes cost $25 each and can be joined to make one
kite strong enough to lift a person into the air, Ervin explained.
For those aspiring kite pilots lacking the skills to master
the sport, and for those who simply admire the beauty of
the unusual designs, the Ervins will sponsor the third
annual Kite Fly-In at 1 p.m. Sunday at Anthony Wayne
High School football field in Toledo. In addition to giving
instructions on kite flying, they also will fly about 50 of
their favorite models.
PRIZES WILL be awarded for the best homemade kite,
the oldest and youngest kite flyers and the best performance of a purchased kite.
Ervin, who sports a button on his lapel proclaiming, "go
fly a kite," said he is hosting the event to promote the fun
of kite flying.

Instituting a two week grace period in
which food coupons from the previous
quarter could be used the next quarter
would benefit a few students but cost
most students more money, according
to James Corbitt, director of University
Food Operations.
The proposal for a two-week grace
period gained momentum when a SGA
survey showed that 92.4 percent of
students polled favored such a change.
But Corbitt said that was only natural.
"It sounds good to students, but they
may not realize the costs of such a
system," Corbitt said.
THE USE OF a grace period would
result in spread out coupon use which
would affect income, Corbitt said.
"We're locked into meeting a fixed
budget figure. We have bills to pay, and
if our income isn't enough, we might be
forced to raise our prices.
"The grace period would result in
additional administrative-type expenses," he continued. Those whose
expenses would come from the recordkeeping needed to keep track of old
coupons turned in, Corbitt said.
Corbitt was not sure how much extra
money and labor would be needed, but
he estimated the cost to be about $4,000.
AFTER THE two-week grace period,
coupon takers would have to carefully
check students' coupons, Corbitt said,
resulting in longer, slower lines and
possibly forcing them them to hire
more help.
"After studying the proposal, our
conclusion was that the advantages to
few wouldn't outweigh the disadvantages to most," Corbitt said.
Corbitt said he believes more
students have the problem of running
out of coupons at the end of the quarter
than those who have extra coupons left
over.

FOR THOSE students who do have
coupons left over, Corbitt said food
services must do a better job of
reminding students of their options for
extra coupons. Options include eating
at Towers Inn, tbe Strawberry Patch,
the Amaru Room or Mid-American
Room. Extra food coupons also can be
used to make bulk food purchases.
Corbitt said he would be happy to
meet with students and discuss possible
reform in food services.
MONNA L. PUGH, director of
resident food services, added, "you
can't change the system overnight."
Corbitt said he would be receptive to
any future surveys of students concerning food services.
"I would hope such surveys would
find out not only the number of students
who had coupons left over and how
much they had left over, but,
especially, why they had coupons left
over," Corbitt said.
The present coupon system, adopted
eight years ago, reduced food waste by
80 percent from the previous ".''1 you
can eat" system, Corbit explained.
Very little food waste today saves a lot
of money, he added.
"WE'RE INTO the stage in our food
service program where we've gotten
the rough problems smoothed out and
now know what is needed to make the
program run," Corbitt said.
With runaway inflation, food services
had some difficult decisions to make
over spring break about raising prices.
Despite rumors to the contrary, the
only price raised was that of sweet
rolls, from 20 cents to 25 cents, Pugh
said.
The variety of food selection and
freedom for students under the coupon
system is unique compared with nearby
universities, Corbitt said.
"Other schools just can't believe our
low costs with the high quantity, quality
and service we provide," he said.

Men behind the title

Elsass career spans education,politics
by Mary Dannemlllef
staff reporter

He got into education through the
backdoor.
During World War II, Dr. David G.
Elsass, dean of the College of
Education, was drafted Into the service
after high school. When he had the
opportunity to go to college-he wanted
to become a lawyer.
Even though he had an Interest in
law, Elsass said he thought at that time
he would be too old to go to law school
and decided to get a degree in
education.
When it came to deciding where to

continue his education, Elsass chose
the University instead of Ohio State
University (OSU),. because OSU was
too large compared to his home town
of Anna, Ohio.
"I CHOSE BG because I could hitchhike back and forth (from Anna)," he
said.
Elsass admits that "it's not the way
to choose a college, but I did."
He graduated from the University in
1949 with a bachelor of science degree
in history and political science and a
minor in English.
He put off going to law school to take
a teaching job, thinking he would go to

law school or into management later
on, he said.

ELSASS LEFT teaching once for
more money, but returned to it because
he said he discovered that money
wasn't everything.
After being principal at Wauseon and
Avon Lake high schools, getting his
master's degree in education and
guidance from tbe University and
teaching at Baldwin-Wallace College,
Elsass returned to the University in
1960 as an assistant to the dean in the
College of Education.
"I felt that Bowling Green did
provide me with a good education and

opportunities," he explained.
Because of his interest in law and
public administration, Elsass ran and
was elected a Bowling Green city
councilman in 1966 and served six
years.
THE DATE May 4,1970, and the days
that followed are memorable ones to
Elsass. At that time he was also on city
council and saw the reaction to the May
4 shootings at Kent State University
(KSU) from both standpoints.
"It was a tense situation in Bowling
Green and throughout the state," he
said, referring to the shooting of four
students at KSU by National Guardsmen.

■HWLMLWi

During the following week, Elsass
said, the leadership of the students
changed.
Student leaders took over at the
beginning of the week and by midweek
the decision not to close the University
was accepted.
A good working relationship
developed between students, student
leaders, city leaders and administrators, he said.
HE ADDED that about 200 students
offered to patrol the University at night
to watch for signs of trouble.
Seepage*

Dr. David G. Elsass
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opinion,
draft's not needed
Congress and the Pentagon are traveling down the wrong road in their
consideration of a new draft.
Our national leaders currently are hearing testimony on nine different
bills that would re-establish some form of forced military service.
Proponents of the draft continually have cited the declining quality of
our armed forces. Pentagon officials speak with an almost racist overtone when they complain that most of the recruited volunteers are poor
and minority members.
These leaders also believe that the manpower in the armed forces is
declining to such an extent that the draft ii> the only solution.
However, the basic sentiment of today's young people in joining the
nation's fighting forces is not to serve their country but to get Jobs and
professional training. There is a prevailing feeling among the young that
the nation is not in danger of an attack and that their services are no'
needed.
An additional problem with the current bills facing our representatives
is that none of the legislation allows for a college deferment. During the
Vietnam War, college deferments were allowed and the University
benefitted with an increase in male enrollments.
Yet with the present bills, total enrollment of the University may fall
since men and possibly women would be forced to serve in the military
and not have the luxury of a college education immediately after high
school.
An important objection to the idea of a draft in the late seventies is not
the need for it but rather the equality of it. In light of the women's
liberation movement, the Equal Rights Amendment and federal equal
employment laws, just what would be the role of women in a draft?
Many of the nation's leaders were raised in an era of deference to
women and beliefs that women were weak. Today's young Americans
think of men and women as equals and accept women working at their
sides, even in heavy industrial jobs.
Before Congress ever seriously considers a new Selective Service, they
should thoroughly investigate the attitude of men and women in the
drafting age towards a co-ed or one-sex military, the possible effects of
segregation from active military service on long-term social goals of
equal status, and the trend of laws and court rulings on equality.
The current testimony for a new draft lacks this information and
background, and as a result the bills should not be supported. The entire
case for a new draft is not persuasive enough to be approved.

nationaJ colnmniRt..

glad bags best protection for nuclear wastes
WASHINGTON-Almost everybody
(well, maybe 53 percent of everybody)
wants nuclear energy, but nobody
wants nuclear waste dumped in his own
back yard. Just the other day South
Carolina refused to accept the waste
from the Harrisburg Three Mile Island
Plant. Gov. Hugh Carey of New York,
who originally agreed that his state
would take nuclear sludge, has now
changed his mind. And so it goes.
Most states will take the energy, but
not the radioactive garbage that goes
with It.
When I queried people about where
the stuff should be dumped, the consensus of opinion was New Jersey.
"Why New Jersey?" I asked a New
Yorker.
"Because New Yorkers always dump
everything in New Jersey. We've been
doing it for years."
"TRASH IS one thing," I said, "but
nuclear waste is another. I don't think
it's nice for people who live in New
Jersey to have all that nuclear matter
piled on their shores."
"How would they know?" the New
Yorker said. "They never go through
their trash to see what's been dumped
there. We built them the Lincoln Tunnel
in exchange for letting us throw
anything we wanted into their marshlands. New Jersey owes it to us."
"All you say may be true, but I know
people who live in New Jersey, and
they're adamant about not wanting
other states to put nuclear refuse on

Art
Buchwald
their Junk piles."
"So we don't tell them," he replied.
"Well throw it out the windows of the
Metroliner at night when no one is
looking."
"IT SEEMS so unfair to the Garden
State," I said.
"What's unfair? They have legalized
gambling in Atlantic City, haven't
they? There has to be a trade-off for
that."
"I don't follow your line of thinking.''
"Las Vegas has legalized gambling,
and the price they have to pay for that
is to put up with atomic tests right
outside the city limits. If you're allowed
to build gambling casinos, you should
be willing to put up with a little fallout."
"I HADN'T THOUGHT of that. But
let us suppose New Jersey says no to
accepting any nuclear waste, and even
passes a law that anyone dumping it
would be fined $100. What would you do
then?"
"They wouldn't dare! New Jersey
needs New York. Why do you think
they've let us dump our garbage there
for so many years? Don't get me

wrong. I have nothing against the
people who live there, but we have to be
practical about this. If states like South
Carolina are balking about accepting
nuclear sludge, the only place left is
across the Hudson River."
I found that Pennsylvanlans felt the
same way about it as New Yorkers. A
man from Philadelphia said, "We've
suffered enough in this state. You can't
expect us to live with this contaminated
material forever."
"Where do you want It to go? "
"WHAT'S WRONG with Trenton?"
"But that's the capital of New Jersey!" I protested.
"All right, then Princeton. They were
one of the first to come up with the idea

of nuclear energy. Let them figure out
what to do with the waste."
"That may be true," I said, "but
don't you think each state should be
responsible for its own sludge? "
"Not as long as there is New Jersey."
IN WASHINGTON I called the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission to ask
if it would permit New Jersey to
become a dumping ground for the other
49 states'nuclear garbage.
"Only temporarily until we can And a
safer graveyard for It.''
"But isn't it dangerous? "
"Not if you put the nuclear waste in
Glad Bags. They last forever."
(c) 1171, Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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physics prof speaks on nuclear energy
The reactor incident at Three Mile Island has given rise to
a wide spectrum of public reaction, reflecting the confused
state of knowlege of the nuclear energy issue. On one extreme, many of the antinuclear groups feel vindicated. Their
members are now certain that nuclear energy is as
dangerous as they have said all along. They draw new
strength and encouragement from the large crowds at their
rallies and from the greater attention of the news media.
Some probably believe that nuclear energy has been struck a
fatal blow. On the other extreme, certain people In the
nuclear industry see the lastest furor as a manifestation of
the "Chicken Little" or "sky-is-falling" attitude of Nervous
Nellies. They probably feel this reaction indicates that large
segments of the public are too deeply anxious about nuclear
energy to ever understand its importance to our national
interest.
Fortunately, most of the American people do not fall into
either of these two categories. As occasions arise, they will
make their preferences known, hopefully after a careful,
rational examination of the entire issue. This examination
should begin with certain facts about nuclear energy and
perspective as to what the word "dangerous" means.
Presently about 13 percent of our nation's electricity is
generated by nuclear energy.

in the United States for cosmic rays and ground radiation is
about 130 mR a year. Thus, radioactive emissions during
normal operations are not generally considered a problem,
DURING THE incident at Three Mile Island, radioactive
emissions were escaping the plant so that the dose rate was a
few mR per hour in the vicinity. Probably no one received
more than about SO mR. This dose is about half the difference
in the average annual dose for individuals living in Colorado
(250 mR). Ot he rcompar able exposures are four dental x-rays
and the difference between living in a brick house and a wood
house for two years. It is possible to translate this 80 mR
exposure into a cancer risk. The unfortunate victims of the
tragedies at Hiroshima and Nagasaki during World War II
furnish data that can be used as a basis. About 24,000 people
were hospitalized after the atomic bomb attacks. Each
person had received an average dose of 130 rem (about 1,500
times the maximum dose at Three Mile Island). Since the
war this population has developed about 60 excess cases of
leukemia and about 300 excess cases of other forms of cancer. Assuming that the risk decreases linearly with dose (this
sets an upper limit because it assumes that the body is incapable of repairing any damage however slight), one can

would shut itself off without the intervention of any safety
system or operator.
PROBABLY THE worst accident that could happen is.a
core meltdown. Although the chain reaction shuts down
automatically if there is a
"loss of coolant
accident"
(LOCA), heat continues to be generated by the decay of the
fission products. This heat is enough to melt the control rods
and enough of the containment vessels so that large amounts
of hot radioactive material will escape into the ground
beneath the reactor. Some of the radioactive material is
volatile and will enter the atmosphere, and radioactive
steam and other gases will be generated when the molten
core material comes into contact with soil. The emergency
core cooling system lECCS) is designed to prevent a core
meltdown if a LOCA occurs.
The determination of the probability of a meltdown involves the computation of the probabilities of a series of
accidents which all must occur at once. One must also consider that there are redundant systems which are supposed
to function if some of the initial systems fail. Using a method
known as fault tree analysis, a group under the direction of
Norman Kasmussen undertook a comprehensive study of

Lewis
Fulcher
NO SOURCE of energy is totally without risk to human life.
In the production of coal there are hazards associated with
mining accidents and black lung disease. Pollution accompanies the burning of coal. The possibility of a dam
failure is an inevitable risk attending hydroelectric power.
And of course risks to construction workers are involved in
construction of all dams and all power plants. Recent events
in Iran have served to emphasize the problems associated
with our dependence on oil from the Middle East.
Thus it is meaningless to ask if one can construct a nuclear
plant that is absolutely safe. Instead one should ask, "Do the
benefits that we derive from nuclear power outweigh the
risks?" A related question is "How do the risks associated
with nuclear power compare with other forms of energy
generation and with other risks that we encounter in our
lives?"
A method of dealing with these questions is risk analysis,
where the risk to an individual is computed by considering
the risk to an entire population. If enough data is available,
then the calculation is simple.
THE RISKS associated with nuclear power generation by
pressurized water reactors (PWR) and boiling water
reactors (BWR) are usually broken down into three
categories: low level radiation emitted during normal
operations: reactor accidents; and radioactive waste
disposal. There are other problems associated with breeder
reactors, which would produce large quantities of plutonium.
However, no commercial breeder reactors are in operation
at present in the United States, and I would like to keep the
question of their safety distinct from that of the safety of
PWR and BWR.
There are about 70 large commercial reactors in operation
in the United States today. Most of these are PWR and BWR.
During normal operations federal requirements allow a
radiation dose at the fence of the nuclear plant that la no
more than five mR a year. (mR is a mlllirem or one mR
equals one, one-thousandth of a ran. A ran Is the amount of
radiation required to deposit 100 units of energy in one gram
of tissue.)
For a comparison, the average annual dose to an Individual

of the Rasmussen Report, who argue that the various
probabilities therein are too optimistic by more than a factor
of 10, will have difficulty when confronted with the fact that
the nuclear reactors aboard submarines have operated for
more than 2,000 reactor years without a core meltdown. If
these reactors have operated without a LOCA, then this fact
would seem to support the Rasmussen Report.
A YEAR'S operation of a large commercial reactor
produces radioactive waste that can be solidified into a
volume of 90 cubic feet, about the size of a small automobile.
Because of this small size and the large value of the power
generated, a large amount of money can be spent to dispose
of the waste. The best present proposals seem to be to bury
the waste in its protective container about one mile underground in a geologically stable region, either in bedded
salt or in granitic rock.
It is perhaps too early to assess the significance of the
incident at Three Mile Island for the above picture of nuclear
safety. It seems certain that human error played a major
role in the sequence of events that cause the incident, and the
Rasmussen Report did not deal with human error. The
sequence of events was in part begun by closed valves in the
secondary loop that had been shut weeks earlier during a test
and not reopened. The ECCS functioned as it should until it
was shut off by operators who decided it was no longer
needed on the basis of a misleading reading on a water-level
gauge. It was at this point that temperatures in the reactor
core rose to dangerous levels. Thus, the incident would
probably have not occurred at all if proper inspections of all
the reactor's systems had been carried out daily. It probably
would not have escalated to a cause for grave concern if
experienced, high-quality operators had been at the controls
since information was available there to Indicate that the
water-level gauge reading was misleading.
ALTHOUGH MY present knowledge of what occurred at
Three Mile Island is incomplete, I can see no barrier to
making nuclear energy safe enough, provided that the NRC
and the power companies function responsibly. In the aftermath of the Three Mile Island incident I hope that the
public can keep separate the two questions, "Is the design of
r the Three Mile Island reactor safe enough?" and "Should
Metropolitan Edison be allowed to operate such a reactor?"
Clearly, public vigilance is necessary to ensure that
carelessness and agreed do not escalate the risks associated
with nuclear energy to unacceptable levels.

EVEryiHif^ IS UNKROm^L
arrive at a cancer risk of about five multiplied by 10 to the
negative seventh power cancers a year for an individual
exposed to 80 mR. Thus it is probably safe to conclude that
not a single excess case of cancer will result In the entire
population surrounding Three Mile Island. For comparison,
this individual risk is comparable to that from cancer
associated with smoking about 250 cigarettes in one's
lifetime.
A reliable estimate of the risk of a significant reactor
accident that Involves the release of large amounts of
radioactive material is more difficult to make since the total
experience with commercial reactors in this country Is only
about 350 reactor years. (One year of reactor operation
equals one reactor year, so the 70 reactors in operation last
year totaled 70 reactor years.) There is absolutely no
possibility that a PWR or a BWR can explode like an atomic
bomb. In both of these reactors the coolant (water) serves as
a moderator to slow down the neutrons. If the coolant
evaporates or dissociates into hydrogen and oxygen, the
chain reaction is stopped immediately because fast neutrons
do not give rise to enough nuclear fissions of U-235 to sustain
the chain reaction. A chain reaction that goes oat of control

many of the most likely accidents and arrived at the
following conclusions.
(11A LOCA accident would be expected about once in 2,000
reactor years. (2) A core meltdown would be expected to
occur about once in 20,000 reactor years. (3) Not every core
meltdown would lead to the release of an appreciable fraction of the volatile fission products. This would occur only
about once in every five meltdowns. Thus one catastrophic
reactor accident (thousands of prompt and delayed fatalities
and contamination of thousands of square miles) would be
expected to occur about every 100,000 reactor years.
IF 1*0 reactors were in operation in the United States, then
a LOCA might be expected to occur after 20 years, a meltdown after 200 years and cataclysmic accident after 1,000
years. With these probabilities, the expected number of
prompt and delayed fatalities averages to about four per
year, significantly smaller than the number of people that die
from lightning during thunderstorms each year.
The Rasmussen Report has been subject to a number of
criticisms, from both responsible and irresponsible sources.
It is difficult to quantify the criticisms and to arrive at an increased probability of occurrence of accidents. Severe critics

Dr. Lewis P. Fulcher Is an associate professor «f physics at
the University.
|c) 1979, The BG News
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Hotel reservations

Student loan interviews
All students with National Defense-Direct Student Loans, nursing student
loans or student development guarantee loans who are graduating or leaving
the University after this quarter should make an appointment for an exit interview by calling the Student Loan Collection Office at 372-0112.

The Professional Woman'
A conference titled, "The Professional Woman," will be held today at the
Alumni Center. Registration begins at 9:30 a.m. There will be a panel
discussion at 10 a.m., a noon luncheon featuring Ruth McClellan, national
president of the American Woman's Society of Certified Public Accountants,
and several workshops beginning at 1:30 p.m. Cost of the luncheon is $6; all
other sessions are free and public.

Goodwill clothing drive
Beta Sigma Phi, the women's service organization, will conduct its annual
clothing drive for Goodwill Industries from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. tomorrow at
Murphy's Mart parking lot, 1080 S. Main St. Contributions of usable clothing,
small appliances, shoes, books and houseware items will be accepted.

Tour guides wanted
Meetings for students interested In being tour guides for the 1979-80 academic
year will be held at 10:30 a.m., 2:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. Monday in the McFall
Center Assembly Room.

Nuclear power seminar
The Toledo Coalition for Safe Energy will present a panel discussion on the
problems of nuclear power, from 2-4 p.m. tomorrow in the Ingman Room,
University of Toledo Student Union. Vic Griffin, former quality controller for
the Zimmer Nuclear Plant; Tom Nowel, assistant director of council eight of
the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees; and Dick
Webb, nuclear engineer, will participate. Refreshments will be served and the
lecture is free and public. For information call the coalition at 243-6959.

SCU advises students on deposit refunds
Editor's Note: The consumer affairs
column, a weekly feature of the News,
Is token from closed cases of the
Student Consumer Union, 405 Student
Services Bldg., as an Illustration of the
do's and don'to of consumerism. The
names of consumers and merchants
are kept confidential.
by Keith Jameson
staff reporter
There are no laws regulating
refunding of hotel reservation deposits,
but common sense can make the
process a little easier and less
worrisome, according to John G.
Moss, Student Consumer Union (SCU)
chairman.
A case which exemplifies this, Kloss
said, involves a University student who

made reservations In December, 1978,
at a Florida hotel for the upcoming
spring break.
On January 8, the student notified the
hotel to cancel the reservations, for
March 18, and return the deposit. The
student notified the hotel again in
February.
Both times, the student was told that
the hotel would take care of the matter,
but the student never received her
deposit back.
AFTER NOT receiving the deposit,
the student went to the SCU. Kloss
called the hotel, got the name of a .
person who helped him and explained
the problem. He sent a foliow-up letter
to the hotel the next day.
The hotel responded in about a week
and said that they were experiencing a
problem with their computer, but that

they would send a check the next day.
After another delay, the SCU sent a
letter on April 8, and the student got her
deposit back on April 13. All that was
needed was a little pressure applied to
get some action, Kloss said.
Kloss stressed the fact that the
student was not to blame and did not
make any mistakes in her handling of
the case. She did the right thing by
keeping the canceled check, copies of
the reservation confirmation slip and
other paperwork.
THERE ARE THREE things to keep
in mind when making reservations at
hotels, Kloss said.
Find out if the hotel has a deadline
policy. Many hotels, before returning a
deposit, stipulate that a reservation be
canceled no later than 30 days prior to
the reservation date, Kloss said.

If the customer knows well in advance that be is to cancel a reservation,
send a letter to the hotel directing them
to return the deposit. If there is no
response within two weeks, send a
registered letter. This way the
customer knows If the hotel received
the notification since they mi<st sign a
receipt for it, Kloss said. The hotel
cannot say they never received
notification of the cancellation.
If the customer is going to cancel
close to the deadline date, call the hotel,
get the name of the person who helped
and send a follow-up letter, addressed
to that person, the next day, Kloss said.
Kloss added that most hotels are good
about returning reservation deposits,
but the wise consumer should not take
any pains in notifying the hotel in the
event of a cancellation.

City, county to proclaim Volunteer Week
Who are the people who tutor
children, take the handicapped ice
skating, adopt senior citizens, and
become Big Brothers and Sisters?
Important ordinary people-volunteers.
Volunteers throughout Wood County
and the U.S. will be honored for their
services to such organizations as the
Voluntary Action Center, United
Christian Fellowship and Volunteers in
Progress, Janet Pearl, coordinator of
Wood County's Voluntary Action
Center, said yesterday.

The Voluntary Action Center is
opening Volunteer Week In Wood
County with an open house, 3-S pjn.
Sunday, April 22, at the Huntington
Bank in Bowling Green, Pearl said.
Mayor Alvin Perkins is issuing a
proclamation at the open house,
naming April 22-28 Volunteer Week in
Bowling Green, she said.
ACCORDING TO Pearl, the Voluntary Action Center is a referral office

for possible volunteers. Her office interviews persons, finds out their skills
and interest and refers them to one of SO
Wood County voluntary agencies.
United Christian Fellowship, located
in Bowling Green, is another referral
and training center, Kay Sergent,
director of Community Services for the
United Christian Fellowship, said. This
center heads the Outreach, Hope
House, Tutoring and Wood Lane
Recreation Programs.
Sergent said her volunteers are

University students, whereas Pearl
recruits both university and community persons. Pearl said there is no
age requirement for volunteers. Persons interested in being a volunteer
should call Kay Sergent at 352-7534.
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Your 5' BGSU
Meal Coupon
Is Worth
50*

Gary Keller enjoys being able to rebuild
old cars in his spare time. He also enjoys
working on his career at Solar full time. A
career in which Gary assumes total operating responsibility for one of Solar's major plants.
"I enjoy doing my own house additions
and car rebuilding for the same reason I
enjoy managing a $67-million manufacturing operation," Gary says. "It's an exciting challenge."
A challenge which is now available for
others with advanced degrees in Industrial Management and an interest in
manufacturing technology and industrial engineering.

Solar has immediate openings ior
management trainees in purchasing.
Career opportunities also are available in
production control, materials management, industrial engineering and more.
Growth potential at Solar is virtually unlimited. Also unlimited is the potential for
a rewarding life style in beautiful San
Diego. Solar employees enjoy yearround sports, recreational activities and
sunshine. Which, in Gary Keller's case,
means plenty of time for rebuilding cars.
We'll be on campus April 26 and 27.
If you're interested in driving home a
career with a leading manufacturer of industrial turbine engines, sign up at the
placement office today. Or you can call
Tom Graham collect at (714) 238-6027 or
write in confidence to Solar Turbines
International, San Diego, CA 92138.
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PURCHASE OF
ANY SIZE PIZZA!
(Be sure to put your name and address on the back.)
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'Beautiful People'
Play depicts fantasies of two generations
by Judy Bajec

staff photo by George Lundskow
Mark Magill, left, lectures Paul Causman on the vices of
alcohol aa Joa Qunderman looks on In University Theatre's
production, "The Beautiful People.'' The play continues
through Saturday In Main Auditorium.

"The Beautiful People" may
sound like one of those recent fad
groups of the seventies, when it
really is a light and enjoyable
comedy of the forties presented by
the University Theatre this
weekend.
Encompassing a day in the life of
the Webster family, the play
delightfully portrays the feelings
and fantasies of two generations and
their similarities.
Jonah Webster is a carefree father
collecting pension under an assumed
name. His feelings come from the
heart, as he must accept his
daughter's "convent" of mice and
his son's authorship of one-word
books.
Director David Addington and
Robert Hansen, scene designer,
have used an uncommon set design
in modern theater, but one very
common to the Greeks. The
audience is seated on stage
surrounding the performance area.
This theater-in-the-round approach
is a unique set that everyone should
experience.
THE AUDIENCE becomes an

THE DIFFERENT
COLLEGE RINGS
Now you have a choice
Men's
Classic

essential part of the play since they
are inches from the actors. It gives
the play a metaphorical, fantasy
atmosphere-fantasy people amid
real people.
The stage setting seemed to cause
a few obstructions from the
wholeness of the play, perhaps
because of the actors unfamiliarity
with the set design.
The actors tended to favor one side
of the audience, while keeping their
backs turned to another part for long
periods of time. Too often, words
were drowned out" at the end of
sentences.

seemed to lack energy. William
Saroyan is known to have written
beautiful literature about the lives
and fantasies of children in an adult
world. The excitement and wonder
of the children, ages 15 and 17, was
at low levels.
Martha Bernier. as daughter
Agnes, is a "saint " Her innocence
and driving stubbornness keep her
character believable and spontaneous. She reacted well to the
entire cast both facially and vocally.
Bernier had to play a difficult
part, since her character changes
from a 17-year-old child who collects
mice to a 17-year-old who chases a
boy. She leaned more toward the
elder, sometimes forgetting to slip
back into her childhood fantasy.

THE STAGE was below the
audience and members had to stand
and stretch to view the actions occurring on the floor.
Addington made a noble and
worthy stage attempt, but the actors
did not use it to their full potential.
Vocal projection could have been
stronger.
"The Beautiful People" was very
successful in eliciting smiles and
laughs from the audience; the
content was enlightening. The
meaning is mbieuous and not deep
and philosophical.
OPENING NIGHT the cast

Elsass

Their father Jonah was played by
Joe Gunderman. His caring and
understanding qualities were welldefined as he calmly attended to his
children. Gunderman does a decent
Job but lacks beUevabUity In the
area of vocal meaning. His speeches
are philosophical and wordy.
Gunderman projects them well, but
the meaning occasionally becomes
jumbled in the words.
ONE OF THE most enjoyable
scenes comes at the end when
Jonah; Dan, played by Mark Magill;
and Father Hogan, played by Ken
Schmidt, sit around the table conversing. Jonah spills out his
philosophy of the children, while
Schmidt genuinely listens and understands. Magill sips a little wine
for his stomach, and keeps sipping a
little more until he must be helped to
walk. This was a One, cohesive
scene.
The ending is bright and cheery as
Jonah's oldest son, Harold, played
by Dave Edler, comes home. He
brings with him a friend, played by
Bob Goddar; everyone celebrates
his return. Peggy Brannlgan as
Harmony Blueblossom, and Paul
Causman, as William Prim, also Join
the group.

STEVE
MCGREW, as her
younger brother, Owen, has a large
part and handles it well. He entertains all of his father's guests and
there Li a slight attitude change for
all of their.. He is a charming boy,
admiring his brother, sister and
father.
McGrew, as a 15-year-old,
displays the curiosity and
movements of a boy that age and
was a real audience-pleaser.

from page one

The University was the only one of
the state's residential universities to
remain open, and it took a lot of individual effort from people In the
community, the administration and the
city administrators, Elsass said.
The image that the University portrayed by not closing has produced
long-range effects that have had a
significant influence on the enrollment,
Elsass explained, adding that the
University has experienced fewer
problems of declining enrollment than
other colleges and universities in the
state.
Elsass said he has noticed the growth
and decline of the enrollment in the
College of Education.
IN 19*041 there were about 3,000

students enrolled in the college and by
1972, the number had almost doubled.
This year, with only 3,400 students
enrolled, the decline reflects the perceived employment pattern of large
supply and small demand, Elsass said.
During this period of decline, Elsass
explained that the College of Education
has had about five years to look at its
programs and make changes which will
improve the program.
In the next several years, he anticipates an enrollment of about 4,000
which would be "an ideal size in order
to make the most effective use of
personnel, resources and facilities," he
said.
"I do see evidence that our decline
could ease," he said.

THE NUMBER of freshmen being
admitted to the College of Education for
this fall is five percent higher than a
year ago, and "it looks to me like the
decline is leveling off," he explained.
Students in teacher education today
show more of a committment to
teaching than they did IS years ago
because in the 1960's, a teaching
position was "a good insurance policy."
A person could choose between Jobs and
where to locate, unlike today where
"the job situation is more competitive," Elsass said.
In the Utter part of the 60's, Elsass
said, many males entered the field of
education for a draft deferrment; not
because they wanted to teach.
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New lifestyle
French students adapt to life in America
by Denlse Safcal
•tall reporter

While most University
students are adjusting to
the start of a new quarter,
76 French students visiting
the University on an international exchange
program are adapting to a
new lifestyle.
Traveling to another
country for one quarter is a
requirement
for the
French students who are in
their junior year at I.'ecole
superieure de comerce et
administration, a business
school in Nantes, France,
according to the Director of
International
Programs
Edward L. Shuck, Jr.
The French students
have had to adapt to a new
way of life, but most

students agree that the
program Is a good opportunity to learn about
American culture.
Language seems to be
the biggest barrier for the
students to overcome.
"Language is a problem,
but not so much with the
teacher, as with the
students. Students speak
more rapidly," Christiane
Bremond, one French
student, said.
Annie Gergaud, a French
student, said the English
language Is difficult
because it is only taught
three hours a week in
France, but added that
each day it becomes easier
to understand.
THE STUDENTS are
enrolled In 12 hours of

business classes at the
University, which leaves
them with a lot of free time.
In France, students attend
clnoeen about 30 hours a
week, Alain Auneau, a
student advisor said.
Students' opinions varied
on the difficulty of the
courses at the University.
"I think the classes here
are more difficult because
In France, we don't
prepare in advance for
classes. The language is
difficult because some
teachers speak very fast.
In France, there are more
classes but less work,"
Gerguad said, explaining
that there is little outside
homework at her college in
France.
"I think the classes are
easier because we are still

Christiane Bremond, a French student, and her University
roommate Lorl Donahue, a senior Journalism major, discover
American cuisine In Harshman Cafeteria. (Right) Ber-"llcte
Brunler, Annia Gergaud and Hem Autet Inspect a flyer thai was
distributed In front of the Union.

learning things we already
learned in France,"
Patrick Chorln, a French
student, said.
"I WAS surprised to see
how easily the teachers and
students speak. The
teacher smiles a lot In
France, It is very cold and
there is little relations with
the student and teacher,"
Chorln said, adding, "I was
amazed to see bow easily
they can speak out in front
of a group. I think
American students have a
great advantage there."
"I went to Howard's Bar.
I liked it because there is
folk and country music, but
I must admit, we are not
used to this free time and
some moments we have
nothing to do. It's not the

lack of activities or people,
but we're not used to It and
we're still adapting,"
Chorln explained.
ON WEEKENDS, the
students travel to other
states. Bremond said she
was surprised to see how
easy it Is to travel in such
a large country.
The students said they
received warm welcomes
from University students,
but one student said the
friendliness diminishes as
time passes.
"At first sight, the
welcome was good, but
after three weeks, I think
American guys don't care
about us. But, It is quite
normal because they have
their own friends. If
Americans were in France,
perhaps it would be the
same thing, so we can't
judge,"
Philbert
Chavignon, a French
student, said.
"On-campus students
say 'hi' and are friendly,
but it's quite superficial,"
he added.
IN ADDITION TO getting used to the food here,
Gergaud said she has
trouble adjusting to the
eating hours, explaining
that the cafeterias close at
6 p.m. and in France,
people eat between 7 and 9
pjn.
Bremond said she
noticed a difference between the men's dormitories and the women's.
"The men's dorms have
more garbage laying
around, while the girls
seem to be more conservative."
Although Bremond said
she is not homesick, she
knows some students who
are, but she feels the experience is worth it

"■'

Grant to fund research of 'only child' stereotypes
by Sue Dureo

Many believe an only child is selfish, self-centered, a
trouble-maker, lonely, overly dependent and an underachiever.
These are common preconceived notions about an only
child that a team of University sociologists are attempting
to research.
Dr. H. Theodore Groat, Dr. Arthur G. Neal and Dr.
Jerry W. Wicks have been awarded a $68,000 grant from
the Center for Population Research to study the effects of
being an only child on adult life.
There is no convincing scientific basis for these common only child stereotypes. This project will be the first
investigation of the difference, if any, between the adult
life of an only child and those who have had brothers and
sisters.

He said couples primarily want to stay away from
single child familles-they would rather not have children
at all.
There has been an increase in young couples who would
like to be parents Groat said, but for economic reasons,
they would prefer to have one child.
DATA FROM 10,000 adults, under age 39. representing a
cross section of the United States, has already aetn
collected and the team will select the variables to survey.
The sociologists will study patterns of educational and
socio-economic achievement, marital histories, family
formation, work experiences and similar life events In
only children, Neal said. These patterns will be compared

Corner
Kitchen

•WITH RAPIDLY changing lifestyles, Including a
marked trend toward smaller families, It's important to
have a scientific basis for informed decision-making by
couples contemplating parenthood," Groat said.
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to similar studies of young adults who grew up with
brothers and sisters.
Neal said they will be concentrating on the consequences that make a difference in adult life concerning
education and achievement.
THE SOCIOLOGISTS anticipate that the results of the
project will provide valuable Insights into an only child's
decision to go to college, choice of career, decision to
marry and whether or not to have children.
"Even if we find out there are no advantages, we may
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find ou. there are no disadvantages," Neal said, "and if
there are advantages we will report those."
This is the research team's third major contract with
the National Institute of Health for research in an area of
population. Groat, Neal and Wicks ave contracted 1750,000
in the past several years for population research.
The research team also is completing a study of 600
young metropolitan Toledo couples on their decisions
concerning having children, spacing of children and
fertility control. The research team hopes to have
preliminary results of their study by fall.

FOX'S
DEN
STADIUM PLAZA
Happy Hours:
4-7 Mon-Fri
Mon:4for$l
Tues:LiteNite2for$l
Wed: 4 for $1
Thurs: Schnapps 2 for $1
Little King Special
Fri& Sat: "Transition " live band
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Now Leasing for Foil and Summer
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OFFICE: 400 NAPOLEON RD.
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Selene. Fiction WM t: 00 a.m.
Jamie Shourt, special effects crMtor of "Star Wars." will Instruct
a film workshop. See ttorlat elsewhere. Fraa and opan to all. Gish
Theater, Hanna.
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Professional Woman's Conference 10:00a.m.
Panel discussion examining woman m business will be held. Sea
story elsewhere. Opan to all. Alumni Canter.

Geology Brown Bag 12:30p.m.
"OH end Gas Exploration In Ohio" will be discussed
open to all. 070 Overman,

People's Chess Federation 10:00 a.m.-5:00p.m.
Anyone welcome to stop In at anytime. Free and open to all.
Commuter Center, Moseley.

Free and

Softball 11:00a.m.
BGSU at Ohio University with Kant State (Athensl.

UAO Happy Hours, 2:30-5:30p.m.
Sound system provided by WFAL. Free and open to all. Falcon's
Nest. Union.

Women's Tennis n :00a.m.
BGSU vs. Ohio Wesleyan and Wittenberg Universities. Robert
Keete Courts (East of Ice Arena).

Basketball Marathon 4:00p.m.
Start time for the Phi Kappa Tau basketball marathon. Proceeds
to benefit the Wood County Nursing Home. Open to all. South Gym.
Men's Track 4:00 p.m.
BGSU at University of Akron Relays.
Cooper Pool Swim 4 30 10 p m
Open to all eligible to use the Center. Free. Student Rec Center.

Alpha Lambda Delta Scholarships5:00p.m.
Deadline for applications lor the scholarship. Open to all membars. 425 Student Services.
Alumni Scholarship5:00p.m.
Deadline for applications for the scholarship. 205 Administration.
UAO Campus Movie 7:00 p.m.
"The Eyas ot Laura Mars," starring Faye Dunaway. will be
shown. Admission II with BGSU ID. 210Math Sciences.

Swan Club Performance '30pm
The club will present its version of "Alice In Wonderland.
Admission si.SO for students. $2 50 for non-students. Cooper Pool,
Student Rec Center.
University Theater Pro uctIon 0:00p.m.
William Saroyan's comedy. "The Beautiful People," will be
presented. Admission tl for students. 12 for children, high
schoolers and senior citliens, and S3 for adults. Main udltorlum,
University Hall.

Sunday April 2
A.W.H.S.
5967 Finzel Rd.
CONTEST SPONSORED
BY
SUNRISE
GENERAL STORE
22 N. THIRD ST.
WATERVILLE

Nuclear Energy "Teach- ln"2:00 p.m.
Sponsored by the Toledo Coalition for Safe Energy. Free and open
loan Student Union, University of Toledo.
Student Design Exhibit 2:00-5-00 p.m
Free and open to all. Gallery. Fine Arts.
Educational Memorabilia Center 2:00-5:00p.m.
Open to all. Little Red Schooihouse, south of Education.
Women's Lacrosse A 00 p m.
BGSU at Sauk Valley Farm College (Dlxotl, III.).
UAO Campus Movie 7:00 p.m.
"The Eyas of Laura Mars." starring Faye Dunaway, will be
shown Admission tl with BGSU ID. 210Math Sciences.
Swan Club Performance 7:30p.m.
The club will present Its version of "Alice In Wonderland."
Admission 11.50 for students. 52 50 for non students. See story
elsewhere Cooper Pool. Student Rec Center.

UAO Campus Movie 0:30 p.m.
"The Eyes of Laura Mars," starring Faye Dunaway, will be
shown Admission SI with BGSU ID. 210Math.Sciences

UAO Campus Movlet:30 p.m.
"The Eyes of Laura Mars." starring Faye Dunaway, will be
shown. Admission si with BGSU ID. 210 Math Sciences.

UAO Campus Movie Midnight
"Revenge of the Cheerleaders" will be shown. Admission SI with

UAO Campus Movie 9:30 p.m.
"Revenge of the Cheerleadrrs" will be shown. Admission SI with
BGSU ID 210Math Sciences.

BGSU ID

210 Math Sciences.

Pregnant or might be? Offer
confidential help. Free pregnant
teat 4 Info, regardless of age,
status. Toledo - 241-9111. Fostorle
- 415-1775. Tiffin - 4474611.
Fremont. 334 9079
Pregnancy
Aid
ft
Understanding. EMPA. 393-2143 a, 3529393.
TROYBILT
ROTOTILLING
DONE 616 3023 after 7 p.m.
PERSONALS
KIOSI KIOSI KIOSl
KEOSI KIOSI KIOSI
KIOSI KIOSI KIOSI
KIOSI KIOSI KIOSI
CHUCK 312-5711111

KIOSI
KIOSI
KIOSI
KIOSI

Phi Mu's era ready to scare at
the
Phi
Tau
Basketball
marathon I
Oaad Luck Oall
Cotonna, our Marathon Queen.

Congratulations Rob a. Pat on
pledging Slg Epl I Happy scoping
at those teas. Love, your
daughters (a Friends).

STERUNG MILK & DOHSFY DRllft

Nancy B. - You are the bast big a
little could ever have. Love, Sue.

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER

SENIORS
Join VISTA and than your
Liberal Arts expat io» ice with
America's urban A rural peer.
Your dogre* in EDUCATION, SOCIAL

EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS 352-7385

Man's Lacrosse 1:30 p.m.
BGSU vs. Ohio State. Stadium.

Public Skating 1:00 10:00p.m
Admission S1.3S with BGSU ID. Student skate rental SO cents. Ice
Arena.

The ??? welcomes ZTA's new
pledges to the sisterhood We
think you're no. 11 Zeta love. ???

BEHIND DINO'S PUB
NEXT TO

352-8302

Cooper Pool Swim 1 00 10 00p.m.
Open to all eligible to use the Center. Free. Student Rec Center.

UAO Coffeehouse 1:00-11:OOp.m.
Singer songwriter James Durst will perform. Admission SI. The
Side Door. Union.

SERVICISOPPIRID

FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP-GO CAMPUS
MANOR AU. UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT
ELECTRIC-AIR CONDITIONED BY GAS MODEL
OPEN NOON TILL 4:30 P.M. WEEKDAYS

Baseball 1:00p.m.
BGSU at Miami University (Oxford).

University Theater Production 1:00 p.m.
William Saroyan's comedy. "The Beautiful People." will be
presented. Admission si for students; S2 for children, high
schoolers and senior citliens, and S3 for adults. Main Auditorium,
University Hall.

Glacier Net'i Park, Mont. First
weak In June. Will help with
expenses. Call Tom 352 3165

3 PERSONS $70" EACH
4 PERSONS $60" EACH

Women's Rugby 1:00 p.m.
BGSU vs. Detroit Unlverilty. Poe Ditch Field

Public Skating 1:00-10:00p.m.
dmlsslon tl.25 with BGSU ID Student skate rental SO cants. Ice
Arena.

RIDES

2 BEDROOM - 1'/» BATHS

Admission SI.

Club Pool Swim 1:30-4:30p.m.
Open lo all eligible to use the Center. Fraa. Student Rec Center.

Lost pair of brn. rimmed tinted
glasses near Hayes. Call Lisa
352 7192. Reward.

2 PERSONS OR FAMILY
FROM $170°°

Sign Language Workshop 10:00a.m.
Open to all. Admission SI. University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E.
woostar.
Open Manufacturing Lab 10:00 a.m..1:00p.m.
Workshop open to all faculty and students.
Manufacturing Lab, Technology.

LOST a, FOUND

AIR-CONDITIONED
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
FOR STUDENTS & FAMILIES

Club Pool Swim 9 00a.m. 1:00p.m.
Open to all eligible to use the Center. Free. Student Rec Center.

Cooper Pool Swim 11:30a m 1:30 p.m.
Open to all eligible to use the Center. Fraa. Student Rec Center.

Lost blue spiral notebook containing papers M.E.P. In Univ.
Bookstore Call Cindy at 2 0142

j4

Cooper Pool Swim 9:00-ll:00e.m.
Open to all eligible to use the Center. Free. Student Rec Center.

classifieds

CALL UAO at 372-2343
for More INFO

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

wood County Cyclethonl:00e.m. 1:00p.m.
Charity cyclethon to benefit the Easter Saal Society and American
routh Hostels. Open to ail. lea Arena parking lot.
Man's Track »:00 a.m.
BGSU In Ohio State Relays.

Men's Golf 9:00e.m
BGSU In Falcon All Ohio Tournay. University Goll Course

Film Festival Deadline 5:00p.m.
Deadline for submitting films for the April 21 Student Film
Festival. Sponsored by UAO. Open to all. UAO Office, Union.

ajMiMPlaJfS
MMTWaam
•I AM

FRIDAY*
April M. 1979

Club Poor Swim 9:Xll:10e.m.
Opan to all eligible to use the Center. Fraa. Student Rec Center.

vfitfi7.Ru t
ft>'*-' -a" i

campus calendar
Open Photo Lab f:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Admission ti 25 with BGSU ID
Technology.

"•"""KIM

KNOW
IT
MIAMI

wm

wmmmmmmm

mm

SCIENCE, HEALTH, BUSINESS ADMIN
PHYS. ED., or RECREATION can help
torvo (oaol, human and onvirorvmontal problems of low-incom«
eonwiunrlio*. Sign up at Placement
Office for a rale with former
VISTA volunteer on campus:

Bast of luck to the Basketball
team of ZTA. Let's show that ola
Zeta spirit on the court! Zeta

love. ?? r

^^

Zetas: Good luck In the Phi Tau
Basketball Marathon It bring
home a trophy while we are
gone. Zeta love, Marsha ft Karoi.
Congratulations ft Good Luck to
the new Golden Heart Officers.
Love, the Brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsllon.
Stib. Chubs, Bwebs ft Kwebs.
Way to got Good Luck In the
finals I know you could do It
again. Love. 'egg'.
Martha, Congrats! You are truly
one ot the "Beautiful People"!
Love, your no. 1 Fan, Lorl.
Michael G. - Congrats for the
WSJ award.. .we're proud of you I
Lorl, Davidl Kath
Alpha Xl's: Get psyched tor fhe
province
convention
this
weekend I
Hey Alpha Chi Omega: sight of
out be will you with tea backwards a because different be will
mgM Friday lea. The: The Slg
Ep's.

Congratulations Gall Colonna on
'being chosen to represent Phi Mu
In the Phi Too Marathon. Good
Luck we're with you all the way I
Love, the Little Slsses of Delta
Tau Delta.
Student
Canadian Holiday.
Montreal Quebec City. June 1519. SIM. Limited enrollment. Call
5372951 or 515-0141.
TODAY IS THE DAYIII
Science Fiction Week Event for
today: 9:00 am ■ Film Workshop
105 Hanna Hall, by Jamie Shourt.
special effects artist of Star
Wars ft Academy Award Winner.
What Is Senior Challenge? Keep
watching and listening.
PM
Kappa
Tau
Basketball
Marathon opening ceremonies
today, 4:00 pm In the Men's
Oym. Don't forget to tat these
last minute vales la until 2:01 pm
M tag Ufttee. Payer.
J.A.K. The 22nd Is our special
day. It has been a year since love
has found the way. Thanks for
the year of happiness. It Is only
the beginning. Love. J.L.W,
Jth Aanual PM Kappa Tau
basketball
Marathon
starts
Friday April 29 at 4 pm In the
South
Oym.
Fraternities ft
SorerIties, gat psyched for a good
tlmei
Delta Gamma's Third Annual
Sexiest Eyes contest will be held
April 21-26 from 11:00.4 00 In the
Union's front foyer. The sorority
ft fraternity with the largest
amount of donations will win a
keg of bear to split, so gat
PSYCHEDIII All proceeds go to
the Blind.
HAVIHO A KIO PARTY THIS
WEEKEND!1
FOR
YOU*
COMPLETE
KIO
PARTY
NEEDS, CALL CHUCK J52-S7I3,
THE PABST BLUE RIBBON
CAMPUS RIP. KEEP PABST
BLUE
RIBBON ON
YOUR
MINDI
Alpha Xl's are ready to bounce
their way to victory at the Phi
Keppa
Tau
Basketball
Marathon I
BEAUTY BUTT We hope your
birthday was great I Love, from
your friends. Bubbles ft Blatl
WANTIO
I F. to sublease summer. Close to
campus-Cheep. Call 152 7927.
1 F. needed lo sublet upper
portion of house • 1 block from
campus for Immediate occupation 1150 3526425
1 or 2 F. rmtes. needed for next
school yr. Close to campus. 135
4th St. apts. 372 5115 or 372 5M4.
Need to sublease v> house for the
summer. Suitable for 3 or 4
people. 121 Fraiaa Ave. near

Ottenheuer Call 352 5759.
F. rmte. for next school yr. Near
campus. Call Kim 372 5392.
F. needs e 1 bedrm. ept. or effic.
to rent Fall qtr. only. Cindy
before 11 am or after 10 pm. 3532095.
F. ROOMMATE NEEDED! E.
Merry St. Apt. with 1 girls for 79
eo. Call Jan or Sue el 3711513.

Close to campus. Call after 5:00.
3521109.
Avail. June 1. Quality 1 bdrm.
furnished apt. 3 rms. plus bath.
Complete kitchen facility, air
cond.. private ent. 3 blks. from
campul. 3 blks. from dntown.
Prefer faculty, grad., or serious
student, shown by appointment
only. PH So6 3323atler6:00pm.

1 M. rmte. far next school year.
CaH 1114674. Jim.

Apt. to sub-lease starting June
15. 3 bed. 2 bath, 1250 per. 153
0103.

HILPWANTID

2 bedrm. ept. turn.,
campus. 354 1115.

College
grad.
Sales
ft
Management development. BA
BS pref. but not essential.
Complete personalized training
programs. Salary plus Incentlves. For further Info con.
cernlng your career contact
Baron Personnel In Elyria. Oh.
[216)381-4691.
Half
days
and
evenings.
Knickerbocker. 351 5315.

close to

Student Rental Fall. 1 bedrm.,
everything turn. S220 per mo. Ph.
3534162.
(Summer) 2 bedrm apt. 2 living
rms. ft Ig. kitchen, fum., near
Univ. Summer rale. Prefer 2-4
persons. Call 352 7656 after 3 pm.
Apt. to subls. lor summer qtr.
June to Sept. next to cam. 2 beds.
S2I0 per mo. 231 S. College no. L.
352 33**

OVERSEAS JOBS • Summer,
year round. Europe. S. America.
Australia, Asia, Etc. All Fields.
150011.200 monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free Info ■
Write. IJC, Box 5111, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.

Furn. efflc. except linens, for
summer only. S150 mo. plus elec.
No lease, no security deposit.
Close to downtown ft to campus.
Ml s. Main St. Ph. 354I5J4, after
4 pm, all day Sat. ft Sun.

Busboy needed, T ft R at Alpha
Delta PI. Call 2-2S40. Free Food
ft Pay.

Vi house. Student rental Fall. 2
bedrms. Everything furn. 1250
mo. Ph. 153.4161.

FOR SAL!

Summer
only,
v*
house
everything fum. S1S0 mo. Ph.
3534162.

1970 Homette. mobile home, 2
bedrm.,
air, shed, skirting,
appliances, close to campus.

15750 353 5341
1970 Detrolter, 12' x SO', 3
bedrma.. skirted, with shad, nat'l
gas budget S31 per mo. 10 mln.
Irom BG. 616 435o after 5.

CAMPUS MANOR now renting
tor summer. Special rates. AC.
Ph. 352-9103 or 152-7161, eves.
Hampton House now renting for
summer Hall. 152 6391.

1973 Cutlass Supreme. PS, PB,
air, AMFM. All power accoasocles. 154 1559.

Thurstln Manor Apts. AC, fully
carpeted, cable vision, efflc,
laundry facll.. now leasing for
summer ft fall. 451 Thurstln Ave.
1525433.

Compact
refrlgeretor.
Practically NEW, only tioo Call Jan
at 373 1513.

Houses, apts. ft rooms for
Summer Rentals only. All near
campus. Ph 3527365.

1973 Plymouth Duster, good
engine.
dependable
Iran
spoflatlon. must sell. Call Ben
352-6106.

Small 2 bedrm. house, unfurn. 1
bedrm. ept., furn. Both near
campus. 12 mo. leases. Effective

AM FM stereo receiver I track
player recorder S135.0O. Nearly
new. Help get me through the
quarter I Cell 353 0674 after 10:10
pm, ask for Tom.

Furn. AC, 2 bedrm. apt.. 114 6th
At. Rent 1350 ft elec. for summer
qtr. 3511313. eves.

1973 VW Karmann Ghla. 4 sod.,
radio, low miles. 353 4743 after 4

FOR R INT
Apt. to Subl. Sum. 1979. AC.
sundeck, free washer ft dryer,
very close to campus, cheap. F's
only. 152 3217.
Furn. house close to cempus. 3
bedrm., 2 baths, summer qtr.
Call 372 I7«7.S230-mo., 4occup.
New apt. to subl. for sum. AC

June 13. 352 7345.

Apt. 606 E. Woosler across from
Founders. 3 bedrm. furn. 1360
mo. Fall vacancy 353 7396.
NEWLOVE APTS. SUMMER
RENTALS. 507 E. Merry ft 134
Sixth St. 1350 per summer qtr.
plus elec., 3 bedrm. furn. 301 S.
Church.Duplex.1 bedrm. unfurn.
1450 par summer qtr. plus gas ft
alec. Call Newiove Really 152
5161.
Sleeping room. 353 3111, plaaae
call after 4 pm.
Weyne Apts. 724 Sixth St. 1-4
students. 353-36*3.
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day in review,
SALT Talks
WASHINGTON (AP) - The United
Stales and the Soviet Union nave settled
perhaps the key remaining issue In the
strategic arms negotiations, but still
are not ready to sign a treaty, administration sources said yesterday.
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and
Soviet Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin
scheduled a meeting for late yesterday
to discuss the remaining differences.
Mindful of unanticipated issues that
have arisen in the past to confound the
negotiators, officials refused to predict

Progress made on key remaining treaty issue

when the talks might end.
STATE
DEPARTMENT
spokesman
Hodding Carter said
"real problems" remained to be
resolved by Vance and Dobrynin before
the two sides discussed a summit
meeting.
The U.S. sources, asking not to be
Identified, said agreement had been
reached on the rules for defining a new
missile type during the duration of the
SALT II pact. The definition of new

Economy growth slips
WASHINGTON (AP) — Declines in consumer purchases and home and
factory construction helped slow the nation's economic growth from January
through March to its lowest level in a year, the government reported yesterday.
Economic growth in the first quarter of 1979 was at an annual rate of 0.7
percent, after adjustment for inflation, the Commerce Department said. That
compares with a booming 6.9 percent annual rate in final three months of 1978.
It was the lowest single-quarter growth rate since the 0.1 percent decline
reported for the first quarter a year ago.
THE SLOWER GROWTH rate more than confirms government predictions
that the economy is slowing from the breakneck pace of late 1978.
Commerce Secretary Juanita Kreps said she did not believe the slowdown
would lead to the recession that some businessmen and economists have
predicted for later this year.

missile types has been a major
unresolved issue.
The treaty would limit each side to
developing one new land-based intercontinental ballistic missile system.
THE AMERICAN negotiators have
been trying to get the Soviets to accept
tight rules for defining a new missile
out of fear that the Soviets might
dramatically improve an existing
missile through a series of
modifications and claim it was not a

new missile.
According to the sources, toe two
sides agreed to the American
suggestion that any change of missile
characteristics such as size and weight
in excess of S percent would mean that
the missile must be counted as a new
weapon under the treaty's limitations.
Sources said the Soviets had succeeded
in whittling down the number of
characteristics affected by the 5 percent rule.
However, the sources expressed

satisfaction that the rule would prevent
the Soviets from exploiting a potential
loophole that might have allowed them
to develop both a new mobile ICBM and
a small single-warhead replacement
for their SS-U missile.
THE UNITED STATES has plans for
a new missile called MX to replace the
Minuteman III. It would have more
warheads and more power if it is built
With the definitions of new missile
types resolved, the officials said, the

treaty could be wrapped up very'
quickly. But they were hesitant about
predicting success, based on past experiences.
Repeatedly over the past three years,
the two sides have come to the verge of
an agreement, only to see an unexpected problem arise to prevent
completion of the treaty.
Yesterday's meeting was the
eighteenth that Vance and Dobrynin
have held this year as they slowly
narrow the remaining differences.

Judge grants abortion in paternal rape case
CHILUCOTHE, Ohio (AP)- The way
has been cleared for a 15-year-old girl
who says her father raped her to get an
abortion.
A temporary restraining order that
had stopped the procedure last week
was dissolved yesterday by Ross
County Common Pleas Court Judge
Nicholas H. Holmes Jr.
Holmes had issued a temporary
restraining order last Friday night
when the attorney for Ronald Claytor,
38, of Chillicothe told the judge he

needed the injunction to prevent the
juvenile from having an abortion the
following morning.
ATTORNEY WILLIAM J. CORZINE
contended an abortion would destroy
evidence he needed to defend Claytor
on the rape charge.
The judge did not rule on a second
motion filed by the defendant asking
the court to require the victim, the
victim's mother, the accused and the
fetus to be subjected to blood or tissue
type testing.

BEST WESTERN MOTEL (FALCON PLAZA)
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN QUAD
1450 E. WOOSTER ST.

SAT. APRIL 21 at 11:00 am

The attorneys representing the
victim and the accused agreed to
permit the testing.
Holmes emphasized that his ruling
was not on the issue of abortion.
"THE ISSUE WA8 preserving
potential evidence which, under the
Ohio Revised Code, may-under appropriate circumstances-be admissable in a situation where an issue of
paternity or an issue of identity exists,"
he said.
Holmes said he originally issued the

temporary restraining order to balance
the constitutional rights of the defendant against the constitutional rights of
the alleged rape victim.
"NEITHER PARTY WAS denied
their constitutional rights," Holmes
said.
County Prosecutor Richard Ward
objected to the issuing of the original
order because of what he termed "a
whole list of procedural errors" by the
judge.
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sports
BG netters fall in close matches
by Ken Koppel
•lad reporter

The scorebook recorded the final
tally aa 8-1, but the loss Bowling
Green's men's tennis team suffered at
the hands of Ohio State Wednesday was
much closer.
Six of the nine matches were taken to
three sets but the Falcons came up
short in all but one, dropping the netters
mark to 12-4.

Only the number three doubles teem
of Steve Corey and Dave Epstein tasted
victory. Corey and Epstein won their
fifth consecutive match ft-4, 3-6, 8-1.
However, BG took OSU down to the
wire in five other matches before giving
way to the Buckeyes.
"WE DIDN'T get blown out by any
means," BG coach Bob Gill said. "Most
of the matches came right down to the
wire. I'd have to say we played on fairly

More awards foricers
by Dave Lowandowskl
assistant sports editor

stall photo by Tim Westhoven
BG senior co-captain Tom Olson during
practice yesterday. Olson Is the Falcone'
number one singles player.

The hockey season is more than a
month over but the plaudits continue.
Monday night, a banquet honoring
the 1978-79 varsity hockey team was
held in the Grand Ballroom of the
University Union sponsored by the
Falcon Club and the Athletic Department.
Former BG hockey coach Ron Mason
gave his swan song speech to the crowd
of over 300. Mason, now the head coach
at Michigan State, reminisced about
the early days of the hockey program at
Bowling Green.
"Our main goal back then was to
overthrow the St. Louis dominance of
the CCHA," Mason said. "Now the
team has come to dominate the league
themselves, and having other teams try
and overthrow them."
Mason admitted he didn't think this
year's team would be as productive as
it was.
"I'M A little surprised with this
year's accomplishments," Mason said.
"I still believe that the NCAA championship game was played that night in
Minnesota."
"I stand up here a lot of times and get
the credit, but It's the people behind the
scenes that deserve the credit."
Mason closed his farewell address by
responding to a statement made by Dr.
Samuel Cooper earlier in the program.
Cooper said he had a dream that BG
and Michigan State would meet In the
NCAA playoffs with the final score
reading:BG9,MSU2.

"I want to say that if Bowling Green
and Michigan State ever meet In the
NCAA championships, I'll concede a 92 loss because I know what a great
program exists here.
"IT'S BEEN a great six years, and I
want to wish the team the best of luck in
the future," Mason concluded.
Central
Collegiate
Hockey
Association (CCHA) awards were
presented to first team all-stars John
Markell, Ken Morrow, Mark Wells and
Wally Charko, while a second team
award went to George McPhee.
Receiving honorable mention on the
CCHA team were John Gibb, Brian
MacLellan and Peter SikorsU.
Other CCHA awards went to player of
the year Morrow, rookie of the year
McPhee and coach of the year Mason.
Morrow received the most valuable
and outstanding defensman player
awards as voted by teammates while
McPhee and Markell were presented
with the outstanding forward awards.
Charko received the most Improved
player award. He led the nation in four
goaltending categories this season.
Steve Dawe received the coaches'
award while Markell won the Gay
Blade award for the fourth consecutive
year.
McPhee also won the Samuel M.
Cooper award.
BG Athletic Director James W.
Lessig summed up the evening by
saying, "We had a season and a record
we will never probably see again. I
think the hockey team typifies what
intercollegiate athletics is all about"

even terms. Unfortunately, it wasn't
quite even."
Only Bob Ferguson, Epstein and the
number two doubles team of Bud Vetter
and Ferguson played matches that
went the minimum two sets. Gill said
that a point or two made the difference
in the remaining matches.
"Most of the matches were played
within a point or two either way in key
games," he said. "I'd have to say we
played fairly well. "Four out of the six
(singles) matches went three sets. We
just didn't happen to win the third set in
any of them."

GUI said that the netters' showing
against the stronger Buckeyes should
not hamper their bid for a MidAmerican Conference (MAC) championship. He also cited the continuing
improvement of his three doubles
combinations.

"WE CAN improve everywhere,"
GiU said. "We're coming along slowly.
Any of our doubles combinations are
capable of winning the conference
championship. I don't feel we're
heading downhill by any means.
"Our doubles are still on the upswing.
I'd say that is still a point where we're
OSU IS one of the strongest schools making progress."
slated on BG's schedule this season.
"Oh yeah, they're strong," GUI
The netters depth will be tested again
reaffirmed. "But they're not as strong today and tomorrow in the Perm State
as an 8-1 score might indicate. At least Quadrangular
with
perennial
not today. They're (OSU) probably one powerhouse Penn St, and MAC opof the top five teams we'll play this year ponents Kent State, 3-8, and Eastern
strength-wise."
Michigan, 8-8.

Falcons top ONU
by LaVerne Allgood

The "odds" were with Bowling
Green's Softball team that scored in
the first, third, fifth and seventh
innings to beat Ohio Northern 12-7
Wednesday.
A sacrifice bunt by EUen Cathers
and Cathy Spencer's base hit scored
Lisa Shelley for the first of five runs
that BG scored in the first inning.
Two outs later with the bases
loaded, Cindy Dilly hit a line drive to
left field to unload the bases. Dilly,
sliding in third base was caUed out to
end the inning.
In the top of the third inning BG
added three more runs to gain an
eight run lead.
THE BG defense held ONU
scoreless until the third inning when
the Polar Bears scored three runs on
four hits and one error.
"Our hitting has improved a lot at
the plate. I want the team to be
known as an aggressive team;
stealing the bases and getting In
scoring position," BG coach Kathy
PvWw'd-

After the Falcons scored two runs
in the fifth, the Polar Bears
threatened to comeback with a three
run rally to pull within 10-7.
The BG defense held ONUscoreless
for the remainder ot the game after
they (BG) added two insurance runs
in the seventh.
OHIO NORTHERN coach Gale
Lauth wasn't pleased with her
team's performance.
"We haven't been playing weU
because we haven't been able to
practive outdoors. We have a heavy
schedule this weekend and hope that
there will be improvement," Lauth
said.
The winning pitcher was Cindy
Dilly who went the distance. Dilly
allowed four walks and had one
strike-out. Leading hitters were Lisa
Shelley and MaryeUen Carey,
collecting three hits and Cheryl Zook
who had two.
The Falcons, 2-3, will travel to
Ohio University but will play Kent
State in a double-header at 11a.m.
tomorrow.

presents:
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with Special Guest

Wet Willie
Sunday, May 13th 8:00 P.M. Anderson Arena
Tickets $7.00

$6.00 General Admission

Ticket stubs will be given out at the UAO Office, Third Floor, University Union on Monday, April 23rd at 5:00 P.M.
Stubs are redeemable on Tuesday. April 24th at the University Union ticket office.

^

Watch the BG News for further ticket information.

No bottles, cans or smoking in Anderson Arena
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